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It’s the go home show for Final Battle and there are only six
matches set for the pay per view card. While the card will
almost be guaranteed to be expanded, the question is whether
the new matches will be announced tonight or if they will be
thrown out there the day of the show. Let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

Opening sequence.

Eddie Kingston vs. Evil Uno

Non-title Proving Ground match, meaning if Uno (with the Dark
Order) wins or survives the ten minute time limit, he gets a
future Ring Of Honor World Title shot. Granted I’m not sure
how that works because of the Triple Crown deal but there is a
good chance it won’t matter in the slightest. The fans are
behind Uno (hometown villain) as Kingston rams him with a
shoulder.

Uno snaps off a hurricanrana to send him outside but the hard
chop only hits the post. Kingston goes after the arm but Uno
snaps off a suplex as commentary points out that this is now
for a shot at the Triple Crown Title. They chop it out again
with Kingston getting the better of things until Uno elbows
him in the face. Uno strikes him down and gets two off a
twisting  brainbuster.  The  piledriver  gets  two  more  but
Kingston is back up with a pair of spinning backfists for the
pin at 6:50.
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Rating: C+. I’m no Uno fan but you could tell he was having a
blast out there in front of his hometown fans and was putting
in extra effort. At the same time though, Kingston hitting him
in the face for the pin probably took away that energy. If
only AEW/ROH had a huge roster with people Uno could have
beaten for an easy win here instead of losing to the champ.
Who doesn’t have his title and won’t be defending on the
biggest show of the year because of the Modern American Triple
Crown.

Respect is shown post match.

Leyla Hirsch vs. Katrina Creed

Rachael  Ellering  and  Maria  Kanellis-Bennett  are  here  with
Hirsch.  Leyla  takes  her  down  by  the  leg  to  start  before
pulling her into an armbar. Creed misses a dropkick and gets
gutwrench suplexed for two. Maria gets in a cheap shot and a
suplex gives Leyla two more. Back up and Creed dropkicks her
into the corner, only to have a spear cut off by a knee to the
head to give Leyla the pin at 4:15.

Rating:  C.  The  fans  were  into  Creed  here  and  the  energy
helped, but there was only so much to be gotten with Hirsch
mainly  wrecking  her.  The  whole  Hirsch/Ellering/Kanellis-
Bennett deal isn’t interesting but we’re likely going to be
seeing  it  go  on  for  a  good  bit  longer.  Hirsch  getting
something to do is nice, but it would be nice if they actually
picked up the pace.

The Outrunners are ready to rule the tag team division because
if you haven’t seen them, you ain’t seen nothing yet. These
guys are too fun.

Wheeler Yuta vs. Jason Geiger

Pure Rules Proving Ground match. Yuta takes him into the ropes
a few times, with Geiger using a rope break. Back up and an
exchange of shoulders gives us an exchange of knockdowns. A



dropkick gives Yuta two, with Yuta leaning him into the ropes
for the second break. Yuta ties up the legs so Geiger has to
use his third rope break but Geiger’s kneebar sends Yuta over
for his own rope break. That’s fine with Yuta, who grabs a
guillotine choke in the ropes for the knockout at 4:24.

Rating: C. This was another match that was just shy of being a
squash, as Yuta was only in the slightest bit of trouble near
the end. The Pure Rules can go well, but I’m still not sure
they  need  a  full  division  and  title  around  the  concept.
Granted the division is all of three or four people most of
the time, but it’s one of those ideas that sounds cool but
only works so well in execution.

Dalton Castle/The Boys vs. Iron Savages/Jacked Jameson

Castle and Bronson start things off with Castle easily getting
the better of a wrestle off. The Boys come in and are rammed
into each other, allowing the quick tag to Boulder. A double
suplex drops the Boys and it’s Jameson coming in to power
Brandon into the corner. Boulder drops him for two as well and
the alternating beatings continue. Boulder drives Brandon into
Bronson’s beard, but Castle goes over to steal the Savage
Sauce.

In what can’t be a good idea, Castle drinks said sauce and an
enziguri  is  enough  to  bring  him  in  off  the  diving  tag.
Suplexes abound but Boulder is able to carry Castle and the
Boys around at the same time without much trouble. The double
Samoan drop/fall away slam connects but Castle is right back
up and demands a Boy. Said Boy (and the other) are thrown onto
the Savages, setting up the Bang A Rang to finish Jameson at
7:26.

Rating: C+. While this might not have exactly gone a long way
towards building up Castle for his title shot tomorrow night,
this is exactly the kind of fun match that I love seeing him
have.  Castle  drinking  the  sauce  and  then  going  nuts  was



hilarious and he knows how to sell that kind of comedy as well
as anyone. Very entertaining match, though it might have been
better suited at any other time besides a day before Castle’s
TV Title shot.

Post match Johnny TV comes out to the stage for a staredown
with Castle.

Butcher and the Blade want to rip people and get titles.

Rachael Ellering vs. Taya Valkyrie

Leyla Hirsch, Maria Kanellis-Bennett and Johnny TV are all
here too. They fight over arm control to start with neither
being able to get very far. Ellering manages to send her
outside though and that means it’s time for a meeting with TV.
Back in and Ellering hammers away, meaning Valkyrie bails
right back to the floor.

This time TV gets in the way and Valkyrie gets in a cheap shot
to take over for the first time. The beatdown is on back
inside but Valkyrie stops to dance, allowing Ellering to get
in some shots to the face. A TKO gives Ellering two but
Valkyrie’s spear is good for the same. Valkyrie curb stomps
her for the pin at 6:49.

Rating: C+. This one was a bit strange as Valkyrie is a
newcomer around here and she got a pretty definitive win over
Ellering. While Ellering might not be a top level star, she’s
certainly someone who has a bit of status. I could go for more
Valkyrie, but I have a feeling this is going to be about Maria
and  company  more  than  anything  else,  because  that  hasn’t
gotten enough time to go around in circles yet.

Back at Collision, Ethan Page was disappointed by his loss to
Kenny  Omega  but  he  wasn’t  expecting  bad  ribs.  Or  five  V
Triggers for that matter. He had a lot of options but lost and
now he has to get ready for Tony Nese at Final Battle in an I
Quit. Omega beat him by pin, but he’s not giving up against



Nese. Those words will not come out of his mouth…and here is
Nese for the shouting match. Very fired up promo from Page
here.

Cole Karter/Griff Garrison vs. Bobby Sharp/Shaun Moore

Maria Kanellis-Bennett is here with Karter/Garrison. Karter
shakes Sharp’s hand to start but pulls him in, only to get
caught with a dropkick. That earns Karter a hard clothesline
and  it’s  off  to  Garrison  for  a  drop  down  dropkick.  The
villains keep taking turns with the beating until Sharp flips
over  and  brings  in  Moore.  Not  that  it  matters  as  some
misdirection into a blind tag lets Garrison punch him down for
the pin at 2:47. Pretty much a squash.

The Workhorsemen are ready for the four way.

Shane Taylor vs. Channing Decker

Lee Moriarty is here with Taylor. Decker slugs away to start
and gets dropped with a clothesline for his efforts. Taylor
unloads in the corner but charges into a boot to the face. A
release Rock Bottom gets Taylor out of trouble and the Marcus
Garvey Driver finishes Decker at 3:44.

Rating: C. Just a squash here before Taylor faces Keith Lee at
Final Battle. That’s one of the first matches that feels like
it is building towards a match at the pay per view, which says
a lot when it was a match with no drama and went less than
four minutes. Taylor vs. Lee might not be the biggest match,
but it’s better than nothing, which sums up Ring Of Honor
quite well at the moment.

Video on how we got to the Survival Of The Fittest match. We
still don’t know the last entrant.

Righteous vs. Australian Take Over

Vincent gets caught with an early backbreaker from Julian
Ward, meaning Kaz Jordan can come in and get caught in the



wrong corner. Dutch comes in to whip him hard into the corner,
allowing Vincent to pull him face first into the post. A
missed charge staggers Dutch though and Kaz scores with a
dropkick. Ward comes back in and is quickly taken down, with
Kaz being sent outside. Autumn Sunshine finishes Ward at 4:35.

Rating: C. The night of pretty ok at best matches continues
with another squash. They’re trying to set up the tag team
division, but that is only going to last so long with the
champions being nowhere in sight. At the same time, commentary
keeps  talking  about  Jake  Roberts  mentoring  the  Righteous.
Wouldn’t it be nice to see them together again outside of that
initial appearance?

The Infantry is ready for the four way tag, which will be a
war.

Brian Cage vs. Gravity

Prince Nana is here with Cage, who powers Gravity into the
corner to start. Some chops put Gravity down, allowing Cage to
stand on his head for some extra pain. Back up and Gravity
manages a double springboard hurricanrana, with Cage being
sent outside. That means the big dive but Cage avoids the 450
back inside.

Cage is annoyed enough that he grabs a half nelson slam for
two but the apron superplex is broken up. Instead Gravity
grabs a crucifix bomb for two, only to have Cage come back
with a flipping Downward Spiral for the same. Gravity drops
him again though and the top rope splash gets two. Cage shrugs
it off and hits a pop up powerbomb, setting up something like
a Prism Trap for the win at 6:39.

Rating: C+. As usual, power vs. speed is one of those ideas
that is almost impossible to screw up and they made it work
here. Gravity knows how to fly around well enough and Cage
knows how to throw people around with that rather impressive
power. Not a classic by any means, but it was the entertaining



match you would have expected.

Maria Kanellis-Bennett mocks Rachael Ellering for her loss but
Leyla Hirsch tries to cheer Ellering us.

Infantry  vs.  Workhorsemen  vs.  Butcher  and  the  Blade  vs.
Outrunners

Magnum runs Dean over with a shoulder to start but Bravo comes
in for a jumping neckbreaker. Henry tags himself in but gets
backed up to the ropes by Bravo. Another blind tag lets Drake
come in for a neckbreaker, only to get into a slugout with the
Butcher. An elbow to the face puts Drake down so it’s off to
Magnum, who gets caught in a side slam/legdrop combination.

Back up and Floyd loads up a rather big bicep pose but Henry
tags himself back in to take over on Blade. Floyd misses a
bunch of right hands to just about everyone in the corner so
Blade plants him with a DDT. Everything breaks down and an ax
kick into a frog splash gives Bravo two on Floyd. Dean hits a
big flip dive to the floor as commentary admits they have no
idea who is legal. Not that it matters as Butcher and the
Blade hit their powerbomb/neckbreaker combination to finish
Floyd at 6:38.

Rating: B-. The match was quite energetic and they kept things
moving throughout, which is the key to something like this. At
the same time, and as has been the case for months now, almost
none of this matters without the Tag Team Titles being a
factor. If you have something for these teams to fight over
then fine, but that hasn’t been the case for a good while and
it’s starting to show.

Final Battle rundown.

Athena vs. Roxanne

Non-title Proving Ground match. Right hand ends Roxanne at 32
seconds.



Post match Billie Starkz runs in to go after Athena and the
fight is on, with Starkz sending her into the barricade over
and over. Starks sends her face first into various things and
Athena looks to have a broken nose to end the show.

Overall Rating: C-. The wrestling was good, but other than the
main event and one or two other matches, this did next to
nothing to make me care about Final Battle. This was their
last chance to draw interest and they had a pretty much run of
the mill show. There were a bunch of tag matches and near
squashes, which don’t so much make me want to see Final Battle
as much as want to see what’s on at the same time. I liked
most of the wrestling well enough, but if this is the best
they have to make me want to see Final Battle, they missed
pretty hard.

Results
Eddie Kingston b. Evil Uno – Spinning backfist
Leyla Hirsch b. Katrina Creed – Knee to the head
Wheeler Yuta b. Jason Geiger – Guillotine choke
Dalton Castle/The Boys b. Iron Savages/Jacked Jameson – Bang A
Rang to Jameson
Taya Valkyrie b. Rachael Ellering – Curb stomp
Cole Karter/Griff Garrison b. Bobby Sharpe/Shawn Moore – Right
hand to Moore
Shane Taylor b. Channing Decker – Marcus Garvey Driver
Righteous b. Australian Take Over – Autumn Sunshine to Ward
Brian Cage b. Gravity – Prism Trap
Butcher and the Blade b. Outrunners, Infantry and Workhorsemen
– Powerbomb/neckbreaker combination to Floyd

 

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:



http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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